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Begin your second day by having another local
breakfast, this time with the friendly stallholders
at Cholon’s Binh Tay market, before negotiating
the surrounding urban maze. Streets are fra-
grant with medicinal herbs, storefronts are fes-
tooned with Chinese-language signs, and Taoist
and Buddhist temples stand near 19th-century
Catholic churches. Explore almost five centuries
of Cholon history and architecture on a Heritage
Tour with long-term city resident Tim Doling, or
create your own walking trail to discover the
most interesting of the area’s many temples.
Slowly burning coils of fragrant incense frame
Thien Hau Pagoda, dedicated to the Chinese
goddess of seafarers; and nearby at Phuoc An
Hoi Quan Pagoda a riot of red, gold, green and
yellow creates one of the city’s most beautiful
and ornate temples.

Afternoon
Lunch back in central Saigon at

Propaganda bistro - overlooking 30/4 Park
and serving regional dishes from across the
country - then continue about 1km west to
the War Remnants Museum. The human

tragedy of the decades of conflict that racked
Vietnam in the 20th century is rendered in
poignant and often confronting detail here,
but visiting this museum is essential. Be sure

to venture upstairs to see the Requiem
Exhibition, a striking showcase of images tak-
en by legendary war photographers killed in
the conflict, and see if your country is repre-

sented in the ground-floor collection of
posters and photographs supporting the anti-
war movement. After visiting this compelling
museum, continue to the city’s lush Botanic
Gardens for some quiet reflection.

Evening
Begin with craft beer at the Pasteur Street

Brewing Company - some of their brews use
local ingredients such as Dalat coffee or
rambutan and lemongrass - before trying the
classy southeast Asian flavours at restaurant
and bar The Racha Room. For a more raffish
experience, crowd in with locals at the quirky
and loads-of-fun Quan Ut Ut. With a name
roughly translating to ‘Oink Oink Cafe’, this
easygoing riverside eatery serves up slow-
cooked American barbecue with a Vietnamese
spin. From the energetic good times of Quan
Ut Ut, it’s just a short hop across the river to
District 4 and two of the city’s best after-dark
venues. Cargo plays host to live music from
around the region; while nearby at The
Observatory, DJs and other performers raise
the roof on a regular basis.


